MULTI-LINK FUNCTION

OPERATION
The MULTI-LINK function allows to connect up to 9 HELPY L300 autodialers over a single telephone line, either analogue or GSM by universal gateway GSM 500
according to the wiring diagram on the back.
For correct programming, each autodialer must be assigned a 1-digit ID number by code 86X.
X=1 through 9; 1 = master (autodialer N°1); 0 = MULTI-LINK function disabled.
Identification voice messages must be adequately recorded for each autodialer, e.g.:
- Master autodialer ID message : “MULTI-LINK elevator, master unit, please dial the ID of the extension required”
- Slave autodialer ID message : “MULTI-LINK elevator, slave unit N°…”
Voice messages must be appropriately recorded so as to allow immediate identification of single elevator from the outside upon emergency request or when
calling back the specific car.

Incoming calls:
- upon an incoming call, the master unit answers after one ring (regardless of the “automatic answer” parameter value), plays the ID voice message, delivers a dial tone
and waits for the extension number (ID) to be selected by the calling party
- once the ID has been entered, the master unit communicates through the data bus with the specific slave unit so that it engages the line
- the alerted slave unit engages the line and plays its own ID voice message followed by a dial tone; the master unit simultaneously disengages the line
- the calling party enters the password and can access programming mode or reach the desired handsfree terminals of the specific elevator
Outgoing calls:
- upon pressing the emergency button, the autodialer activates the yellow Led signaling “given alarm” and checks if the telephone line is busy
- if the line is available, the autodialer plays the reassurance message, dials the phone number and sends out the call
- if the line is busy, the autodialer checks the line status at a one-minute time interval until it finds it available and sends out the call
- before making a periodic test call, the autodialer checks the telephone line status
- if the line is available, the autodialer dials the number and sends out the call
- if the line is busy, the autodialer checks the line status at a one-minute time interval until it finds it available and sends out the call
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